
AGENDA: March 20, 2018 

All Documents for public review on file with the District’s secretary located at 806 Palm Canyon Drive, Borrego Springs CA 92004 
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If you challenge any action of the Board of Directors in court, you may be limited to raising only those issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing, or in written 

correspondence delivered to the Board of Directors (c/o the Board Secretary) at, or prior to, the public hearing.     
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Borrego Water District Board of Directors 

Special Meeting 

March 20, 2018 @ 9:00 a.m. 

806 Palm Canyon Drive 

Borrego Springs, CA  92004 

 
 

 

I. OPENING PROCEDURES 

A.  Call to Order 

B.  Pledge of Allegiance 

C.  Roll Call 

D.  Approval of Agenda 

E. Approval of Minutes 

F.  Comments from the Public & Requests for Future Agenda Items (may be limited to 3 

min) 

G. Correspondence Received 

1. AAWARE Letter – J Seley 

2. Revised Community Sponsor Group Letter – Rebecca Falk 

H. Comments from Directors 
 

 

II. ITEMS FOR BOARD CONSIDERATION AND POSSIBLE ACTION 
A. Consideration of District Baseline Pumping Allocation (BPA) and Inclusion of Human 

Right to Water Component. 

B. Proposal for Additional Groundwater Extraction Wells for the Borrego Water District 

C. Public Hearing Schedule for Developers Policy and Emergency Declaration 
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III. INORMATIONAL ITEMS 

 

A. Discussion of GSP imposed Reductions Period: Is 2040 too long? 

B. Sector Reductions 

C. Discussion of Anthropogenic Climate Disruption (Climate Change) Impacts on 

USGS’s Sustainable Yield of 5,700 AF for the Borrego Springs Subbasin of the 

Borrego Valley Groundwater Basin 

D. Discussion of Agricultural Return Flows Impacts on USGS’s Sustainable Yield of 

5,700 AF for the Borrego Springs Subbasin of the Borrego Valley Groundwater 

Basin. 

E. Discussion of Fallowing and Land Restoration Standards Research 

F. Discussion of Water Transfers:35MM Earmark Public Bond Initiative Rules 

 

IV. CLOSED SESSION:  
 

A. Conference with legal counsel-anticipated litigation: Initiation of litigation pursuant to 

subdivision (d) (4) of Government Code Section 54956.9: one (2) cases  

B. Conference with Real Property Negotiators 

Property: (APN: 140-010-03, 06 and 09) 

Agency Negotiator: (Geoff Poole) 

Negotiating Parties (Dennis Jensen of Oasis Ranch) 

Under Negotiation: (Price and Terms of Payment)  

 

 

V. CLOSING PROCEDURE 

A. Suggested Items for Next/Future Agenda 

B. The next Meeting of the Board of Directors is scheduled for March 28, 2018 at the Borrego 

Water District  
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BORREGO WATER DISTRICT 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING – MARCH 20, 2018 

AGENDA BILL 2.A 

  

March 11, 2018 

  

TO:    Board of Directors, Borrego Water District 

FROM:        Geoff Poole, General Manager 

SUBJECT:    Consideration of Including Human Right to Water Component to District Baseline 

Pumping Allocation (BPA)  

  
RECOMMENDED ACTION:  

Discuss Adoption of Including Human Right to Water Component to District Baseline Pumping 

Allocation (BPA) 

  

ITEM EXPLANATION: 

  
The California Legislature has adopted laws pertaining to Human Right to Water. The BWD Core 

Team is proposing including Human Right to Water in the BWD Baseline Pumping Allocation and 

would like to discuss the concept with the full Board.  

  

The main impact of including HTR water in BWD BPA is that quantity of water would not be subject 

to future reductions. Dudek has estimated the HTR water for BWD and using the Tier One rate 

structure as the logic behind the calculation, 380 acre feet of water has been identified as HTR. 

Following is a timeline on the actions related to HTR: 

  

 

• United Nations (UN): In November 2002, the UN Committee on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights adopted its general comment No. 15 on the right to water stating that: “The 

human right to water entitles everyone to sufficient, safe, acceptable, physically accessible 

and affordable water for personal and domestic uses;” 

 

• In April 2011, the UN Human Rights Council adopted, through Resolution 16/2, access to 

safe drinking water and sanitation as a human right: a right to life and to human dignity; 

 

• The water supply and sanitation facility for each person must be continuous and sufficient 

for personal and domestic uses. These uses ordinarily include drinking, personal sanitation, 

washing of clothes, food preparation and personal and household hygiene. According to the 

World Health Organization (WHO), between 50 and 100 liters of water per person per day are 

needed to ensure that most basic needs are met and few health concerns arise; 
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• Why? According to the World Health Organization, improvements related to drinking-water, 

sanitation, hygiene, and water resource management could result in the reduction of almost 

10% of the total burden of disease worldwide. 

 

• In California: With passage of AB 685 in September 2012, California became the first state in 

the nation to legally recognize the human right to water; 

 

• AB 685 creates an ongoing obligation for state agencies to explicitly consider the human 

right to water in every relevant agency decision and activity; 

 

• The California Water Code requires all relevant state agencies, specifically Department of 

Water Resources, the State Water Recourses Control Board, and California Department of 

Public Health, to “consider” how state actions impact the human right to water; 

 

• California Water Code 106.3 (a) “It is hereby declared to be the established policy of the 

state that every human being has the right to safe, clean, affordable, and accessible water 

adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.” 

 

• Section 106.3 (a) does not apply to any irrigation uses for water: municipal, recreational or 

agricultural; 

 

• In Borrego: Tier 1 municipal water rates were developed specifically to meet AB 685 and 

CWC 106.3 (a) intent; 

 

• Subsequent to SGMA, the District may wish to re-visit its present rate structure in its next 

Proposition 218 process, which is presently scheduled to begin in the Fall of 2019 

 

  

FISCAL IMPACT: 
  

TBD 

  

ATTACHMENTS: 
 None 
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BORREGO WATER DISTRICT 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING – MARCH 20, 2018 

AGENDA BILL 2.B 

  

March 11, 2018 

  

TO:    Board of Directors, Borrego Water District 

FROM:        Geoff Poole, General Manager 

SUBJECT:    Proposal for Additional Groundwater Extraction Wells for the Borrego Water District 

 RECOMMENDED ACTION:  

Approve Proposal 

  

ITEM EXPLANATION: 
 As previously reported, BWD and The County of SD made the initial list of projects to be funded 

by the newest round or Prop One Funding for GSP Implementation. The $1 million grant includes 

funding for investigation of a new productions well for BWD. Dudek has provided the following 

Scope of Work.   

On the topic of funding, here is the latest information from Tim Ross at DWR:  

The Grants program is going through the comments and formulating the final awards. 

The last I have heard is that they expect to finalize the list by the end of this month.  I 

also understand that they are moving forward on preparing draft contract documents 

for the critically overdrafted basins so that they can get moving as quickly as possible. 

Hope this helps, Tim 

FISCAL IMPACT: 
Project is funded by DWR Grant - $35,420 

 

Board meetings/presentations in Borrego and related activities is not reimbursable under the 

original Grant submittal, so it has been removed from the Project Budget and will be covered, if 

needed, via a separate agreement. 

  

ATTACHMENTS: 
1.      Dudek Proposal 
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October 12, 2017 (Revised March 14, 2018) 

 

Geoff Poole, General Manager 

Borrego Water District 

806 Palm Canyon Drive 

Borrego Springs, California 92004 

 

Subject: Proposal for Additional Groundwater Extraction Wells for the Borrego Water 

District 

Dear Mr. Poole: 

We appreciate the opportunity to present the following proposal for evaluating 

additional groundwater extraction wells for the Borrego Water District (BWD). The following 

sections outline our proposed approach, scope of services, and fee estimate for the project.  

 

1 APPROACH AND SCOPE OF SERVICES 

1.1 Project Understanding 
Dudek understands the goal of the project is to determine the most feasible and cost-effective options for 

providing suitable drinking water for BWD customers with future consideration given the identified 

groundwater overdraft condition and the aging existing BWD water supply infrastructure. The Borrego 

Valley Subbasin (Basin), which is the sole source of water supply for the BWD, has been identified as a 

critically overdrafted basin (DWR 2015). Declining groundwater levels has resulted in loss of production 

from existing BWD extraction wells. In portions of the Borrego Springs Subbasin, the upper aquifer as 

defined by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has become unsaturated limiting the potential to simply drill 

deeper at existing well locations. Likewise, limited remaining useful life of aging water wells will require 

replacement within the next few years. Additionally, arsenic concentrations exceeding State of California 

drinking water maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) have been identified in several wells in the South 

Management Area of the Borrego Springs Subbasin. Ultimately, loss of production and well failure will 

result in decreased water supply to reliably serve BWD customers. As the capital investment to design and 

construct several new water wells and associated pipelines represents a substantial cost to BWD directly 

impact the affordability of water at a detriment to customers in an area which has already been identified 

by the Department of Water Resources (DWR) as a severely disadvantaged community.  

In order to provide a reliable and cost effective water resource supply to customers, the BWD must 

evaluate locating replacement groundwater extraction wells. Dudek proposes the BWD consider a 

proposed well site ranking system in order to assist in decision making as it pertains to the addition of 

groundwater extraction wells. The well site ranking system will consider but not limited to the below 

criteria; 

 Aquifer properties 
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 Well interference 

 Groundwater Quality 

 Existing BWD water supply infrastructure (pressure zones, wellhead distribution system pressures) 

 Longevity of existing wells (age and declining groundwater levels) 

 District Owned Property, Property Acquisition and Easement acquisition 
 

 Other Environmental Constraints (flood zones, biological resources, etc.) 
 

The Dudek team will apply the above ranking system to prioritize well locations for BWD. Each category 
will be assigned a ranking that ranges from 1 (“least favorable”) to 4 (“most favorable”). The ranking for 
each category will be totaled for each perspective well location, and the highest total represented by the 
most favorable locations will be recommended for consideration of installing test or production wells. A 
detailed description of each criterion is outlined below. 

Aquifer Properties 

A hydrogeologic assessment will be developed to determine the most productive site for additional 

extraction wells based on the productivity of the Basins aquifers. Dudek will review available well 

completion reports, available literature, and aquifer test data to determine the aquifer properties of the 

three primary aquifers. Aquifer properties to be considered include transmissivity, conductivity, lithology, 

and depth and saturated thickness of aquifer. Dudek will use a groundwater numeric model completed by 

the USGS in cooperation with the BWD to determine saturated thickness of each aquifer unit within the 

Basin. 

Well Interference 

Well interference will be reviewed in order to determine nearby pumping influences of existing wells. 

Because the time and duration of nearby pumping wells can affect the long term use of additional BWD 

wells, production wells, including agriculture and recreation wells, and their assumed production amount, 

will be used to identify areas where the least amount of well interference will be encountered. 

Water Quality 

Given the potential for arsenic to exceed the California drinking water standard in BWD wells that are 

primarily screened in the lower aquifer (USGS 2015), it is a concern that as groundwater levels in the Basin 

continue to decline, arsenic levels may increase above the drinking water standard of 10 micrograms per 

liter (µg/L). 

As part of Dudek’s ongoing work with the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) and the 

preparation of the Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP), groundwater sampling of at least 30 wells, in 

addition to sampling the District’s wells will be conducted in the Basin during the month of November 

2017. Dudek will use groundwater quality results from 2017 and historical data to identify areas of 

desirable groundwater quality to determine additional well locations.  

Existing BWD Water Supply Infrastructure 

Dudek will assess the feasibility of connecting additional wells to the existing water supply infrastructure. 

If wells are considered outside of the current water system infrastructure, Dudek will consider cost and 

feasibility of additional water system infrastructure to connect to the existing BWD system. Dudek’s team 
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of water system infrastructure engineers will evaluate feasibility and cost of potential well hooks ups using 

a WaterCAD hydraulic model previously developed for the BWD. 

Longevity of Existing Wells 

Existing BWD wells will be reviewed with information provided by the BWD including well drillers report, 

historical PumpCheck motor test data, groundwater levels, groundwater quality and rehabilitation and 

maintenance logs to estimate the remaining useful life of groundwater extraction wells currently in use by 

the BWD. In order to decrease cost to the BWD, existing wells and infrastructure will be evaluated to 

provide recommendations for additional rehabilitation and maintenance.  

Easement Acquisition 

Acquiring land for the drilling of additional groundwater extraction wells will play a pivotal role in the 

feasibility and cost of the project needs. Sites will be evaluated based on cost and cooperation with 

current property owners to grant a groundwater extraction well easement on private property. 

Additionally, Dudek will assess the suitability of drilling new water wells on BWD owned land to minimize 

cost. 

Other Environmental Constraints 

Well sites will be evaluated for potential impacts to environmental constraints such as well construction in 

flood plains, jurisdictional waterways, potential impacts to groundwater dependent ecosystems, and other 

biological resources.  

1.2 Project Approach and Scope of Work 
Dudek proposes to approach the development of the project through the research and preparation of 

several concurrent work elements that address the various aspects of the project. Following the 

completion of each of the work elements, the report will be prepared based on the consolidated 

information. The following describes the general nature and scope of each work element: 

TASK 1 – ADDITIONAL GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION WELL RANKING 

SYSTEM  

The ultimate goal of the project is to determine the most feasible approach to supply customers of the 

BWD safe and cost efficient water. Dudek will investigate potential new water sources to replace 

production from BWD wells that are reaching their useful life. The investigation will include a ranking 

system to determine the best approach for drilling new groundwater wells for the BWD. 

TASK 2 – WATER MODEL UPDATE & CALIBRATION 

To better assess the feasibility of additional groundwater extraction wells, it is necessary to identify 

system supply and demands by improvement zones. Dudek will use the existing WaterCAD Model to 

estimate average and maximum day demand for each improvement or major pressure zone and aid in the 

development of the alternatives.  

There are currently two existing WaterCAD models for the District. One model covers Improvement 

Districts (IDs) 1 and 3 and another covers IDs 4 and 5. Dudek anticipates the District would like to combine 

the two models into one, functional model. Once combined, Dudek will update the demands, well flow 

rates, controls and any improvements made to the distribution system infrastructure. It is assumed water 

meter data for the demands update of the model will be made available in GIS format for accurate 

geographical locating of demand loads.  
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Once the model is updated, Dudek will calibrate the model with SCADA and fire hydrant pressure data 

(provided by the District), resulting in a hydraulic model that accurately represents field conditions.  

Deliverable: Updated and calibrated WaterCAD hydraulic modeling files. 

TASK 3 –TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 

The results of the ranking system will be consolidated into a technical memorandum for District review. 

Draft and final versions of the technical memorandum will be submitted to the District.  

Deliverables: Draft and final technical memorandums in electronic format.  

TASK 4 –MEETINGS AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

Dudek will perform typical project coordination and project management tasks, 

including budget and scheduling, for the project. One Kickoff Meeting and one (1) status meeting 

was assumed for the fee estimate.  

Deliverables: Agendas and meeting minutes for Kickoff and status meetings 

 

2 PROJECT FEE 

Our attached fee proposal broken down by task and for each proposed staff member. Our fee proposal 

submittal includes the fee proposal and our current 2017 Standard Rate Schedule. We understand that the 

work will be performed on a time-and-materials basis, not to exceed, and that no additional compensation 

will be provided without advance written approval from the City.  

We have assembled a highly experienced team eager to prepare your water quality 

feasibility assessment and we look forward to continuing to support the District. Please feel free to 

contact me at 760.479.4154 or by email at tdriscoll@dudek.com, if you have any questions or require 

any additional information. 

 

Sincerely, 

DUDEK 

  

__________________________________________ 

Trey Driscoll, PG, CHG 

Principal Hydrogeologist/Project Manager 
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FEE ESTIMATE 

 

 

    Labor Hours and Rates         

  Project Team Role: 
Project 

Manager Engineer 
Project 

Engineer Hydrogeo VI Hydrogeo I         

  Team Member: T. Driscoll E. Caliva H. Dodd P. Rentz H. McManus TOTAL 
DUDEK  DUDEK LABOR  

OTHER 
DIRECT   

  Billable Rate : $240 $190 $135 $160 $110 HOURS  COSTS  COSTS TOTAL FEE 

Task 1 Additional Groundwater Extraction Well Ranking System 

1.1  Well Location Analysis using ranking criteria 4       30 34  $          4,260     $             4,260  

1.2  Groundwater Model Analysis 2       8 10  $           1,360     $             1,360  

1.3  Water Quality Evaluation 6     8 8 22  $           3,600     $             3,600  

1.4  Peak Hour and Max Day Demand 2   8   2 12  $           1,780     $             1,780  

1.5  Determine Remaining Useful Life of BWD Wells 2       8 10  $           1,360     $             1,360  

1.6  Identify Well Issues 2       8 10  $           1,360     $             1,360  

  Subtotal Task 1 18   8 8 64 98  $         13,720   $            -   $           13,720  

Task 2 Water Model Update and Calibration 

2.1  Combine Water Models   4 8     12  $           1,840     $             1,840  

2.2  Update Water Model   4 16     20  $           2,920     $             2,920  

2.3  Calibrate Model   4 8     12  $           1,840     $             1,840  

2.4  Feasibility Assessment to Include Additional Wells   2 8     10  $           1,460     $             1,460  

  Subtotal Task 2   14 40     54  $           8,060   $            -   $             8,060  

Task 3 Technical Memorandum                   

3.1  Draft Technical Memorandum 8 8 24 4 24 68  $           9,960     $             9,960  

3.2  Final Technical Memorandum 4 4 8   8 24  $           3,680     $             3,680  

  Subtotal Task 3 12 12 32 4 32 92  $         13,640   $            -   $           13,640  

Task 4 Meetings and Project Management 

4.1  Meetings (1) 6 6       12  $           2,580   $        101   $             2,681  

4.2  Project Management 8         8  $           1,920     $             1,920  

  Subtotal Task 4 14 6       20  $           4,500   $        101   $             4,601  

  
Total Non-Optional Hours and Fee 4430 3226 80 12 96 

26424
4 

 $   
39,92035,420   $    101  

 $     
40,02135,420   

Percent of Hours: 1712% 1211% 3033% 5% 3639% 100%    
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BORREGO WATER DISTRICT 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING – MARCH 20, 2018 

AGENDA BILL 2.C 

  

March 11, 2018 

  

TO:    Board of Directors, Borrego Water District 

FROM:        Geoff Poole, General Manager 

SUBJECT:    Public Hearing Schedule for Developers Policy and Emergency Declaration 

 

  

RECOMMENDED ACTION:  

Receive Report on Schedule for Public Hearings and direct staff accordingly 

  

ITEM EXPLANATION: 

  
The need exists to hold Public Hearings on the Developers Policy and Emergency Shortage 

Ordinance. BWD is required to publish the Notice in the newspaper one time at least 7 days before 

the public hearing. The next Edition of The Sun is March 22nd and there is not enough time to hold 

the Public Hearing on March 28th.   

 

Staff would like to discuss the preference of the Board on holding a Special Meeting for the Public 

Hearings or waiting until the Regular Meeting in April 25th. 

 

FISCAL IMPACT: 
 TBD 

 

ATTACHMENTS: 
None  
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BORREGO WATER DISTRICT 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING – MARCH 20, 2018 

AGENDA BILL 3 

  

March 11, 2018 

  

TO:    Board of Directors, Borrego Water District 

FROM:        Geoff Poole, General Manager 

SUBJECT:    Informational Items  

 

RECOMMENDED ACTION:  

Discuss the various informational items and direct staff accordingly 

  

ITEM EXPLANATION: 

  

Board discussion is requested on the following items: 

 

A. Discussion of GSP imposed Reductions Period: Is 2040 too long? 

B. Sector Reductions 

C. Discussion of Anthropogenic Climate Disruption (Climate Change) Impacts on 

USGS’s Sustainable Yield of 5,700 AF for the Borrego Springs Subbasin of the 

Borrego Valley Groundwater Basin 

D. Discussion of Agricultural Return Flows Impacts on USGS’s Sustainable Yield of 

5,700 AF for the Borrego Springs Subbasin of the Borrego Valley Groundwater 

Basin. 

E. Discussion of Fallowing and Land Restoration Standards Research 

F. Discussion of Water Transfers:35MM Earmark Public Bond Initiative Rules 

  

FISCAL IMPACT: 
  

TBD 

  

ATTACHMENTS: 
 1.   Agricultural Water Use Survey and Report – 2017 Borrego Valley, CA - AAWARE  
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